In DT we will be working with Miss Meteyard:



Identifying foods brought into Britain by Romans, and
making nettle tea.
Preparing soup for Roman soldiers as Celtic chefs,
and making bread from a Roman recipe

In ICT we will: be working with Miss Oliver:

Using the internet to research the Romans
In Music we will: be working with Miss Meteyard:

Learning about music which might have been
listened to by Romans, and compose our own
Roman march

In PSHE ( Personal, Social, Health Education ) we will:
Learn through DARING TO BE DIFFERENT


Identity & self esteem



Difference & diversity



Peer influence & assertiveness

In PE we will be working with Miss Oliver:


Develop our netball skills

Please keep a PE kit in school at all times.

Role Play
The role play area will represent a Roman kitchen

(2nd Half Term)

Over the next few weeks we will be using the topic
‘ W hat the Romans did for us ” as a basis for our work in class.

In R.E. we will:


forming power of the Spirit in the story of the conversion

This unit is part of the Cornwall ‘ Inspire Curriculum ’ .
In Literacy we will:

Read a selection of non-fiction books related to
our topic.

Write a tragedy story based on the story of Boudicca
Pupils will have their final opportunity to earn their pen license before promotion to Y4. How wonderful if we could all
earn this license for when we join Mr. Moran in September!

In Numeracy we will:












Mental addition and subtraction
Number and place value
Mental multiplication and division
Measurement
Geometry: properties of shapes
Problem solving, reasoning and algebra
Fractions, ration and proportion
Statistics
Geometry: position and direction
Written addition and subtraction
Written multiplication and division



Decimals, percentages and their equivalence to fractionsunderstanding.

Explore more about the Holy Spirit, including the transof Saul.



Support the children who are preparing for the sacrament of Holy
Communion



Study the Eucharistic prayer that we say at mass

Geography learning

Exploring Italy, and focus on the contrasting
North and South of the country.

History learning

Julius Caesar’s Invasions of Britain

Life for soldiers on Hadrian’s wall

The expansion of the Roman army

Languages learning

Developing our vocabulary with the help of a Roman soldier

